Technical Bulletin
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Date: 7th December 2018

Release ONYXWorks® and FirstVision™ Firmware - Version 4.30
NOTIFIER® is pleased to announce the release of ONYXWorks and FirstVision firmware version
4.30. With the advent of Version 4, ONYXWorks and FirstVision were platformed, therefore, please
note for site installations: ONYXWorks® workstations and/or FirstVision™ units on a
NOTI•FIRE•NET™ must operate on the same software version. All gateways on the NOTI-FIRENET must also operate on the same software version as the OW and FirstVision.

Changes and new features:
 PC Monitor merged with OW software
 Configuration Tool – Redesigned, User-Friendly Display
 ‘Point Alias’ field has been restored for output
 Test Monitoring Mode - Test Monitoring Mode allows test events to be managed in a separate window
on the workstation, eliminating nuisance alarms in the main workstation display.
 Default Logout Monitoring Profiles
 Look Ahead - Look Ahead feature prevents false alarms by warning users if a disabled device is in an
active state of alarm.
Corrected issue:
 in Configuration Tool
•
where Auto-Place did not operate correctly when duplicate node addresses are present.
•
Related to curved walls in .DXF files.
 where system performance slowed down after importing large .DXF files.
 in NOTIFY-IP where multiple gateways could not be paged simultaneously.
 of a malfunction of WebPortal Gateway, when commas in customer or building name(s) are included
 where system didn’t display alarms properly in ‘Show Only OFF Normals’ setting.
 related to ‘Automatically Print Floorplans’ feature, when printing floor plans on receipt of multiple alarms.
 related to Monitoring Profile Change.
 related to Navigation Icons where nav icons displayed alarm incorrectly.
 related to New Screen, where a navigation error occurred when a New Screen was created under the
Home Screen
 related to Floorplan printing scaling, where it did not match paper size.
 related to Point navigation from lists, where at a double click on “New event” or on “acknowledged
event”, auto navigation did not screen all lists in the same way.
 related to Export Database Errors, where Export Database to All workstations via PC monitor did abort
mid progress.
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Please note: Version 4.30 does not support HS-GW-EMPCA gateway hardware. Versions 4.23 were the final
software versions to support HS-GW-EMPCA hardware.

ONYXWorks® and FirstVision™ Version 4.30 are available to order now.
Resources & Support:
Please contact your Notifier Systems Consultant to discuss specific replacement applications or
support questions.
Technical questions should be directed to Notifier technical support. Tel: 1800 220 345 (Toll Free)
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